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Paul Turk's debut novel follows the lives of John and Anna Taylor, high school sweethearts who

marry soon after John graduates from law school. By their mid-thirties, the Taylors have

achieved the American dream- prestigious careers, a sprawling home in Palm Beach, and

exotic vacations around the world.Although John and Anna's relationship seemed to be made

in heaven, a tragic death followed by an unexpected arrest puts them through the fires of hell.

These stormy trials will test their confidence in God and the strength of their love. Only time will

tell if their faith- and their marriage- will endure.Paul Turk, a former trial attorney,practiced law

for thirty years until he retired at the age of fifty-four to pursue a long-time ambition of authoring

Christian-based legal novels. Married for thirty-six years, Paul and his wife,Katherine, reside in

the West Palm Beach area of Florida. They have three adult children and two grandchildren.

About the AuthorPaul Turk grew up in Utica, New York. He moved to St.Petersburg, Florida in

1977 to attend Stetson Law School. Paul was a trial lawyer in West Palm Beach for thirty years

until he changed careers in 2009 at the age of fifty-four to pursue a long time ambition of

writing fictional legal novels that are Christian based. Paul is the author of three novels referred

to as "The Taylor Series." The books follow the lives of John Taylor, a Palm Beach attorney,

and his wife Anna, an elementary school teacher. The first book, "Faith Beyond The Trials,"

involves a felony DUI case, as well as civil litigation surrounding the DUI. The second novel is

entitled, "Trials of Hope." The legal plot concerns a high stakes will contest between two

wealthy siblings who are acrimonious rivals. In the third book, "Love on Trial" John Taylor has

taken on a divorce case where custody of three young children is the central issue. In the

novel, the Taylors have the opportunity to make a Pilgrimage to the Holy Land with the

clergyman who has been a source of hope and inspiration to them. It is a journey which will

forever change the Taylors' lives. Paul lives in the West Palm Beach area of Florida with his

wife Katherine. They have been married for thirty-seven years and have three children and two

grandchildren. --This text refers to the paperback edition.
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quotes

John J. Giorgis, “A Wonderful Book!. This is simply a wonderful and beautiful book. What

impressed me was the superb flow of the book and the fascinating characters who populated

the pages. The author left me wanting to know more about his characters. Even his minor

characters were interesting. I think he has plenty to offer with them especially,Tess, Robert,

Carlos and the pastor at St. Gregory's. Interesting characters that other books could be built

around and I hope the author does so someday. Of course the main characters in the story,

John and Anne - were fully fleshed out and people anyone would like to meet and get to know.

I regret, alas, that they are fictional!The book works on many levels - a legal drama, a love

story, a tragedy, an inspirational story and as a story of profound faith. It is also an

entertainment with virtue.One other aspect that was very appealing to me was that I was not

"preached" at while reading the book. I have nothing against preaching but it can get in the way

of a good story and become the focus. The faith and religious aspect of the book are there and

it is the significant part of the lives of the characters. And yet while the faith of John and Anne

is the central theme of the story it is done in a natural everyday way. A way that I think most

people of faith naturally integrate their faith into their daily lives and also illustrates the need for

faith and the role it plays in their lives with its joys, sorrows and challenges. It's artfully done

and carefully portrayed..I look forward to reading more of Mr. Turk's books as this one is his

first and and an excellent first it is! It is apparent to me that the legal community's loss of Mr.

Turk is decidedly literature's gain!”

Laura Jo, “Book gave me fresh encouragement. I found this book to be engaging and easy to

read...Not overly predictable; very informative regarding character and faith based rehab. It

prompted me to research the topic, and I found myself quoting parts of it to a friend. Only

warning- some dialogue is stiff. Recommended for those interested in legal dramas and

affirming relationships.”

YoliC, “Loved it!. I've just finished reading Paul Turk's three books of his "Trials" Trilogy. I don't

usually read non-fictional books but these books have value beyond entertainment. Paul Turk

uses his characters to model and instruct the reader how to face and deal with the trials of life.

"Faith Beyond the Trials" is the first book of the trilogy. We are introduced to John and Anna

Taylor as well as the other characters who interact and help one another grow in their faith,

hope and love.  I highly recommend "Faith Beyond the Trials".”

BG, “Real Life! Believable! Looking for the sequel.. As I read through this book, I kept thinking,

"this is real life!". I followed the characters with interest as I became interested in their lives,

their stories and wondering where they would end up as the story progressed. In a world of



countless and mindless novels, how refreshing it was for me to get absorbed in a story with

values, believability and a desire for more. I am planning on reading each of the future writings

of this author.  Thank you for quality writing and a a storyline that keeps my interest.”

A Turk Fan, “Great Faith Based Series. I truly enjoyed Paul Turks Faith Beyond the Trials, as

well as the two sequels that make up the trilogy in this series. The stories are very "real life"

and depict many of the struggles and events we go through in our lives. I love how Paul

weaves the faith journey of the characters throughout the series, and develops their

personalities and friendships.  Cannot wait for the next series from Paul.”

Dennis, “Second is better than the first. I have now read both of Paul Turk's novels and I must

say that in my opinion Faith Beyond the Trials is the better of the two. That's not to say that I

didn't enjoy his first novel because I did. This second one however, shows an improvement in

his style of writing. The dialogue between the characters is more engaging and life-like. I

found myself drawn into the scenes as I read, being a listener of real life conversations that

sound like those I have every day. The way that Paul has woven his story is inspiring and

believable, giving a glimpse into the life of a trial attorney with characters who resemble people

who could work in your office, live on your street, or worship at your church. He has done all of

that without losing his focus of presenting a personal and living faith in a God who loves us

regardless of our circumstances.”

Denise B, “Faith Beyond the Trials. Faith Through the Trials is a well written book about real life

circumstances that happen to real life people. I'm not a "reader" but I had a hard time putting

this book down. The characters could be your neighbors. I found myself crying in some parts

and smiling in others. John and Anna endure hardships that would break many people, but

Turk shows how their faith in God brings them through, without preaching to the reader. AND,

you don't have to read through a lot of cussing from the characters!”

JA, “Inspiring, Real, and Thought-Provoking!. Paul Turk's story of the fall and the redemption

serves as a riveting reminder of how vulnerable we all are and how dependent we must be--

that we live in a place where our fate is largely beyond our control but from which redemption is

still possible. The author has an amazing handle on the twists and turns inherent in our legal

system, and uses that insight to create spot-on believable interactions with truly human

characters whom I'm sure I've met somewhere along the line. I kept turning the pages

because I had to know how their crises would be reconciled, and I hope to read more about

them or similar characters in future novels from this inspiring new author.”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 27 people have provided feedback.
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